
Class Schedule for Fall Quarter 2021 
Master of Divinity and Master of Arts 

 

 

First Year 
 

BG101 Greek I    4 units Hintzoglou T/Th   10:00-11:40 

A study of the basic elements of New Testament Greek: the declensions of Greek 
nouns, verbs, and basic vocabulary of the Greek NT. 
 

ST101 Hermeneutics & Prolegomena+ 4 units Loucks  T/Th 8:00 - 9:40  

The first part is a study and practice of the principle of Biblical interpretation with 
emphasis on the issues of analytic reading, contextual exegesis and exegetical fallacies 
in Biblical interpretation. The second part is a study covering an introduction to basic 
theological thought, canonicity, and the doctrine of Scripture. The development of 
theology and the theologians holding different views will also be analyzed and 
discussed. 
 

NT101 NT I Synoptic Gospels+   4 units  Wyatt   F          8:00-11:40  

A study of the life and teaching of Jesus as contained in the Synoptic Gospels, with an 
introduction to the literary structure and the distinctive themes of each Gospel, together 
with an examination of historical background of early Christianity from the time of 
Alexander the Great to the fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70. 
 

PM101 Pastoral Theo. & Ministry  4 units          Purdy  M 9:00-12:30 

This course surveys the biblical theology of the church and her ordained pastoral-
teaching ministry, from masterworks in the Reformed tradition; the biblical foundation 
for a personal call to the pastoral-teaching ministry; the biblical theology of church 
government, from the Reformed and Presbyterian tradition; and principles for doing 
pastoral-teaching ministry or ministry in the local church setting for the purpose of 
church growth and/or revitalization. 
 

EM101 Foundations of Educational Ministry+ 4 units Bonat  W 9.00-12:30  

The course focuses on the biblical and theological, philosophical and historical foundations for the 
educational ministries of the “Church” – the Body of Jesus Christ with special emphasis on developing 
effective teaching skills, methods, and strategies. 
 

 

Second Year 

 
BH101 Hebrew I     4 units  Woodcock M/W  10:00 – 11:40          

A detailed study of the basic elements of Biblical Hebrew, including morphology, grammar, and 
vocabulary. Approximately half of the textbook will be covered in this course. 
 

 



 

OT101 Pentateuch+    4 units  Woodcock F         9:00 -12:30 

A study of the Pentateuch regarding the contents, structure, and theology of the first 
five books of the Old Testament. The course will also cover some major approaches to 
the study of the Pentateuch. This course can be replaced by OT 101B (Samuel/Kings) 
 

ME101 Cultural Anthropology+  4 units  Dharmaraj T          8:00 - 11:40 

A study of cultural anthropology with emphasis on an anthropological perspective to 
Christian mission. Students will be encouraged to develop skills to understand cultural 
aspects different from their own. 
 

ME104B Contemporary Social Issues 4 units  Dharmaraj Th 8:00- 11:40 

This course is to study some contemporary issues facing the church today and their 
impact on evangelism and biblical-theological church growth. It also includes the 
reading of several books by contemporary leaders in evangelism and church growth. 
(Required for MA Missions) 
 

 

Third Year 
 

 

CH101 Church History I+    4 units Purdy     W 9:00 12:30 

This course is a study of the most important historical events, the people in Church history, and the 
tracing of the development of Christian doctrine from the post-apostolic fathers to the beginning of the 
Reformation (30 A.D. to 1500 A.D.) and the inter-facing relation and challenges of religion and politics. 
 

ST104 Doc. of HS, Ch & Last Things+  4 units   Loucks   T          1:30 -   5:10 

The first part covers the person and work of the Holy Spirit, the application of 
redemption by the Holy Spirit, union with Christ, calling, regeneration, conversion, faith, 
justification, sanctification and perseverance. The second part covers the following: the 
nature, government and power of the Church, the means of grace, the Words and 
Sacraments. The third part covers physical death, immortality of the soul and the 
intermediate state, the second coming of Christ, millennial views, the resurrection of 
the dead, final judgment and the final state. 
 
Elective  
 

 

 

Master of Theology and Doctor of Ministry 
 
PM501 Spiritual Formation of the  

Christian Leader+  3/5 units McKinley  M    1:30 – 4:10 

This course explores how spiritual formation occurs in Christian leaders. With an understanding the very 
nature and scope of spiritual formation, some of the issues that hinder spiritual formation taking place 
in our lives will be discussed. Some of the barriers such as our own addictions and idolatries will be 



addressed so that we are able to experience God’s grace in our personal lives and ministries. With an 
increased desire to move toward deeper intimacy with Jesus, we focus on developing significant 
formational habits in order to cultivate our interior life. Flowing out of our intimacy with Christ, we will 
more effectively minister in the church and in the society. 
 

ME104B/504B Contemporary Social Issues+  3/5 Dharmaraj  Th    8:00 -11:40 

This course is designed to establish foundational structures toward effective mission in 
the urban context around the world. 
 

OT501 Readings in the Pentateuch+  3/5 Woodcock  F      9:00 – 12:30 

This course will study the contents, structure, and theology of the first five books of the Old Testament, 
introducing the student to the historical, cultural, literary, and theological features within and outside 
the text which are critical to understanding and interpretation. 
 

CH101/501 Church & Politics: Historical Dev. of the  

  Church Before 15th Century+  3/5 Purdy        W    9:00 – 12:30 

A survey of doctrinal development in the early church from the second century A.D. 
Special attention is given to the life and work of Augustine of Hippo, the greatest 
theologian of the early church. 
 

PM503 Building and Working with Teams 3/5  McKinley Fall interim Dec 2 -6 

The shift from a “super leader” to effective teams is a global phenomenon that has 
impacted both the corporate world and the non-profit organizations including the 
Church of Jesus Christ. Thus, it is essential that today’s leader knows how to work 
effectively with others in order to accomplish all that God desires for each organization. 
Building teams and working well with teams are mandatory for church leaders. This 
regularly offered course explores the many facets of building teams and working with 
teams. 
 

PM505 Introduction to Peacebuilding &  

Conflict Transformation+  3/5 Adoyo  M      1.30 -4:10 

The course provides a basic understanding of the distinctive nature of conflict transformation. 

Using scripture as the framework participants are exposed to a range of conflict systems and 

peacebuilding interventions. Restoration of relationships is at the core of peacebuilding and this 

occurs after healing of individuals has taken place. Consequences of unhealed pain and trauma 

are explored in the course. Emphasis is laid on re-examining peacebuilding practices against the 

backdrop of Biblical perspectives of building peace. 
 

ST502 Readings in Contemporary Theology 3/5 Presa  to be determined by prof. 

A critical reading and study of the theological thought of the twentieth century with 
special emphasis on the theology of Neo-orthodoxy, Liberalism, Theology of 
Liberation, and Majority World Theology. Critique and evaluation will be presented 
from an evangelical Reformed perspective. 
 

 



ST501 Doctrine of Sanctification+  3/5 Loucks  Th      1:30-4:10 

Astudyofbiblicalandtheologicalholiness.SpecialattentionisgiventotheReformeddoctrinal understanding 
of sanctification as a status conferred by divine grace and as a goal to be aimed at. 
 

 

Research Methodology/Formatting*+  3/3 Bonat   W    1.30 – 4:10 

 

OT505 Isaiah+     3/5 Lee  Fall Interim (Dec 2 – 6) 

A study of Isaiah to understand the main themes of Proverbs and the literary form and background of 

sayings. Special attention is given to the position of Proverbs in the OT Wisdom Books, characteristics of 

each collection, and typological understanding of Wisdom in the Christian context. 

 

         

+ “Hybrid” open to all  

*Required for all first year students. (No credit for MA and MDiv students). 

 

 

 

 
 


